WorkForce DS-530 and DS-570W

Intelligent scanning for
optimised workflows

WorkForce DS-530 and DS-570W

Unlock the full potential
of document scanning
The fast and efficient DS-530 and DS-570W colour duplex
document scanners are the intelligent choice for business document
management, offering world-class performance and versatility. With
the ability to scan at up to 35ppm/70ipm, these powerful, compact
devices offer a wide range of media handling options that enable
you to rapidly capture, index, store and share your businesscritical documents.
The scanners can help your business gain control over critical information,
improve the quality of your business decisions, and increase operational
and process efficiency.

Flexible and versatile media handling
Featuring best-in-class paper feed technology, an industry-first slow mode
roller, and an innovative Double Feed Detection Skip function, the ability to scan
challenging media has never been easier.
Whether you’re scanning documents as small as a postage stamp (with the flatbed
conversion kit), paper rolls as long as 6 metres, media as thin as 27gsm, thick card
at 413gsm or A31, you can rely on rapid document processing at the highest quality.

Scanning documents direct to a device of your choice offers
flexibility for mobile workforces

Exceptional performance for improved productivity
Designed specifically for businesses that handle high quantities of documents,
such as legal and accounting firms, the scanners allow you to capture high
volumes of documents quickly.
An automatic feed mode allows even the largest documents on a variety
of media to be scanned easily as one file.

The compact and sleek design keeps the
devices’ footprint to a minimum

Minimal downtime and reduced user intervention
An optional flatbed scanner conversion kit allows even the smallest of media
(such as postage stamps) to be scanned safely to ensure document integrity
allowing all documents to be scanned in one place.
The conversion kit also allows for the scanning of passports2, books, glossy
materials and bound media.

The flatbed scanner conversion kit enhances
the device’s already impressive flexibility

Dynamic and reliable document feed
Intelligent features such as the Active Separation Roller System
help prevent tedious document double-feeds, ensuring every piece
of paper is scanned accurately and captured at the highest quality –
thanks to the on-board sensors or manual input of paper lengths.
The active feeding system starts with an innovative paper tray
that helps pages to be scanned more easily. By reducing the friction
between the tray and the page to be scanned, it enables media to
pass through the device more easily while minimising feed errors.
Double Feed Detection Skip means difficult media – such as
envelopes or documents with post-it notes – can be scanned
without risk at the touch of a button.

The active feeding system ensures pages can be scanned easily

Technology for your business
Flexible connectivity
The DS-570W is the preferred option for sales teams, healthcare workers and government officials.
The advanced compact wireless sheet-fed scanner delivers a truly flexible scanning experience so that
documents can be captured securely. DS-570W connectivity options include USB 3.0 and 2.0/Wi-Fi/Wi-Fi
Direct/Ethernet/NFC/ TWAIN/ISIS/WIA drivers.

Accelerated information processing
Due to the need for the effective automation of a wide range of processes present in back offices and
customer-facing environments, these scanners are designed to streamline record keeping whilst delivering
high levels of security, reliability and scalability.
These functions are aided by the devices’ ability to ensure high-quality captures (300dpi) at high speeds
thanks to image enhancement processing such as auto size crop, auto skew correction (hard edge) and
colour slip reduction, carried out by a high-performance, dual-core CPU with hardware acceleration built in.

Seamless integration
Epson’s intelligent scanning suite (including TWAIN and ISIS compatibility) allow captured files to be
shared instantly – seamlessly connecting with your existing document management systems and
cloud repositories so that workgroups benefit from better collaboration and improved efficiency.

Powerful imaging technology
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Easily adjust images whilst scanning, using Epson’s image enhancement software with de-skew and auto
rotate functions. Advanced features such as barcode recognition and Zonal OCR allow quick document
separation and easy file naming.

Scanning A3 sized media1
1 - Scanning of A3 media uses folio made with carrier sheet.
Scanning of passports2
2 - Passports can be scanned using optional flatbed conversion kit.
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